Abstract : Due to the deficiency of sliding lagrange polynomial interpolation, the author proposes a new interpolation method, which considers the physical character of satellite movement in coordinate transformation and reasonable selection of interpolation function. Precision of the two methods is compared by a numerical example. The result shows that the new method is superior to the sliding lagrange polynomial interpolation in interpolation and extrapolation, especially in extrapolation that is over short time spans.
And the three-dimensional movement of the satellite appears an approximate ellipse.
2 Principle and implementation of the new method
The reason of different movement character under different coordinate systems is that the satellite movement under the earth-fixed coordinate system is mixed up by Earth movement which includes rotation , nutation, Figure 3 Steps of the algorithm precession and so on , whereas the satellite movement under the celestial-fixed coordinate system is not he effected by Earth movement and appears cyclic character. The author will utilize the character to improve the accuracy in interpolation and extrapolation of IGS precise ephemeris , and then propose a new method, the steps of which are shown in figure 3.
No. 
where C represents satellite positions in IGS precise e- Based on movement character of GPS satellites, trigonometric function is selected to finish interpolation mission.
X coordinate element is taken as an example and the coordinate elements of Y and Z can be processed in the same method as well. The calculation steps are expressed as follows :
) Choose interpolation nodes
To improve the interpolation accuracy, the selection of interpolation nodes from precise satellite positions under J2000 system , the purpose of which is to insure that interpolation time is always at the middle of interpolation nodes , is needed. By the way, these nodes are gained through the above coordinate transformation.
The selection strategy is also used in Lagrange interpolation[2J. The number of Interpolation nodes is equal to n+ 1 , and the performance of different-order Interpolation will be discussed then.
2) Estimate coefficients of interpolation function
We can express the relation between satellite J2000
coordinates and time as follows :
where X' T· is satellite precise X coordinate under J2000
' system at Ti , 1j is the time of precise ephemeris which is 15-minute interval, n is the interpolation order, (JJ = 27r/T ( T= 11 '58 min, which is the movement period of GPS satellites) , a 0 , b;, c, ( 1 ,;;; i,;;; n) are the coefficients of interpolation function.
And then , we can make use of interpolation nodes which have been selected , just like : 3) Calculate satellite position at some time
Assuming that satellite precise coordinate at epoch is needed to be resolved , we have :
where X' t is satellite precise X coordinate at t epoch, the meanings of other symbols are the same as that in the last part.
Mter the steps are finished all above , the precise satellite positions should be traosformed from celestial coordinate system to earth fixed coordinate system agam:
where C' 1 denotes three-dimensional satellite coordinates gained from interpolation under celestial coordinate system, C, denotes three-dimensional satellite coordinates nnder earth fixed coordinate system.
Comparison
To validate the feasibility of the method, 15-minute 
Conclusion
1 ) The movement character of GPS satellites is considered through coordinate transformation and reasonable selection of interpolation function, a new interpolation method in using IGS precise ephemeris is designed and proposed in the paper. 2) The capability of the new method has been compared with that of Lagrange method. The results show that the former is better than the latter. Especially, the new method is an order of magnitude better in the capability for extrapolation than Lagrange method. The advantage may be helpful in resolving the problems mentioned in the beginning of the paper.
3 ) Compared with conventional Lagrange method, there is some additional computational burden involved in transforming coordinates and computing the trigonometric terms in the new method , but this is minimized, at least in part, by requiring fewer terms. In fact, the difference of calculation speed between the two methods can be igoored in the condition of the ability of current computer.
